
MISANTHROPE
A world of warcraft guild on Chromaggus EU
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Website redesig
As you might have noticed, we have restyled the entire website. A new fresh look for both the main page and the forums! 
We will continue to develop several new features during these days, so make sure to check back often!

More bosskill videos
As of today we have three to five players recording our bosskills and editing them so that you out there can see the encounter from our 
Point of view (PoV). 

Live raid streams
Live stream our raids through Xfire ( www.xfire.com ). Note also that x-fire has alot of other features and that its a freeware.                   
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New recruits
The type of players we want are those who are dedicated to their class and their character (alts are fine but must take second place to your 
main). As such, anybody that applies without 2 levelled professions, poor gem choices or quality, poorly or unenchanted gear, unexplained 
irregular bad talent choices, or bad gear choices, will be declined before your application is even read.

However, please note that we don’t decline anybody solely on gear, anybody who has taken a long break or has rerolled for example will 
be poorly geared and we accept that. We are looking for the player not the character but all of the above still applies and if you haven’t put 
effort into your character then you’re not the type of player we’re looking for.
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Merger
Misanthrope is the result of a merger between players from 3 
long-standing guilds on Outland (previously Bladefist). We recent-
ly moved to Chromaggus by using the Free Character Migration 
service. We were attracted to each through a clear common goal 
of strong progress and efficient fun raiding, neither of which were 
suitably attained in our previous guilds.

Raiding
We are a hardcore raiding guild, raiding Sunday-Thursday from 
7:30 to 00:00. We have high expectations of our players in their 
ability to play their class at the highest levels and also their atten-
dance and dedication to the guild. It goes without saying that we 
will expe ct the same, if not more, from any prospective trialists.

Since
Misanthrope was formed on the 12th of June, 2009.
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Icecrown 25 Normal

    * Lord Marrowgar
    * Lady Deathwhisper
    * Gunship Battle
    * Deathbringer Saurfang
    * Festergut
    * Rotface
    * Professor Putricide
    * Blood Prince Council
    * Blood-Queen Lana’thel
    * Valithria Dreamwalker
    * Sindragosa
    * The Lich King

Icecrown 25 Heroic

    * Lord Marrowgar
    * Lady Deathwhisper
    * Gunship Battle
    * Deathbringer Saurfang
    * Festergut
    * Rotface
    * Professor Putricide
    * Blood Prince Council
    * Blood-Queen Lana’thel
    * Valithria Dreamwalker
    * Sindragosa
    * The Lich King

Below you will find our progress in the Icecrown Citadel raid instance.
Names marked in grey are not defeated content.
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Visit us at

www.misanthrope-guild.net
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